
Rocket® Process Insights

Benefits/Features

To remain productive and competitive, fast-growing organizations are modernizing their IBM® i applications. 
The initial challenge, however, is knowing where to start. In-depth visibility into workflows and data 
processes hidden behind IBM i application green screens is needed to understand better how they are 
utilized, how they should be optimized, or where improvements in UI and automation will provide the most 
significant value. Rocket® Process Insights is a visualization solution that gives you the clarity you need to 
overcome this ambiguity and build traction towards full IBM i modernization and optimization.

End-to-end deep visibility into IBM® i workflows 
and applications

Visualize end-to-end workflows 
Obtain clear visibility into every green-screen data 
process and workflow through Rocket Process 
Insights (no RPG expertise required). Rocket Process 
Insights generates heat maps that reveal commonly 
accessed datasets, workflows, and instances showing 
how the business engages with each IBM i application.

Prioritize high-value IBM i workflows
Leverage heat map data from Rocket Process 
Insights to align and prioritize modernization efforts 
across your organization. Build a strategic and 
data-driven modernization plan with no guesswork, 
prioritizing investment in high-impact workflows that 
have a significant bearing on future productivity and 
user experience of your IBM i application to increase 
its value to the business.

Ensure quality user experience with modern UI 
Rocket Process Insights heat maps provide valuable 
guidance on where to direct efforts to improve user 
experience. Go straight into execution with your UX 
modernization tool (i.e., Rocket® Modern Experience) 
to transform green screens into modern interfaces, 
so your organization remains responsive and agile to 
market and customer needs.

Streamline workflows through automation 
With end-to-end visibility of your IBM i workflows 
achieved through Rocket Process Insights, your 
business can make the seamless implementation of 
APIs the cornerstone of your smart modernization 
efforts. With a simple click of a button, Rocket 
Process insights can trigger the creation of APIs 
informed by your IBM i workflows’ data and 
seamlessly connect to a low-code automation tool 
like Rocket® Process Automation (IBM i Edition), 
which allows you to eliminate manual and repetitive 
processes with ease, improving productivity, and 
increased savings.
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Experience Rocket® Intelligent Legacy Automation

With Rocket Process Insights, you can:
Initiate a data-driven modernization plan
Track and analyze every data interaction or workflow 
utilization within every IBM i application to understand 
what’s mission-critical for your organization.

Prioritize Decisions and Investment
Leveraging heat map data helps prioritize investment in 
high-impact workflows that have a significant bearing 
on the future productivity and user experience of your 
IBM i application.

Eliminate the lag between discovery and 
automation
Rocket Process Insights can easily trigger the creation 
of APIs informed by your IBM i workflows’ data with a 
simple “click of a button,” saving you time and money.

Bypass IBM i RPG expertise
Rocket Process Insights can be used by analysts and 
developers regardless of their knowledge of IBM i RPG.

The future won’t wait—modernize today.
Talk to an expert

Visit RocketSoftware.com

Rocket® Intelligent Legacy Automation (Rocket® ILA) and its family of products, Rocket® Process Insights, 
Rocket® Process Automation, and Rocket® Process Integration, bring intuitive, low-code automation to 
thousands of IBM i workflows, applications, and sessions. Rocket® ILA provides the clarity and tools 
needed to overcome ambiguity and build traction towards full IBM i modernization and optimization.
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